NO. 1]

SUNDAY JUNE 7

[2020

INTRODUCTION
Dear K,
Hope you're well on this rainy Saturday.
My name is Zihan, I am the artist for the work titled Temporary Measures: A Procession of Physical
Proximity that you have purchased from Moving In Place, the charity art sale organised by Coda
Culture gallery and curated by Seelan Palay.1 I received your contact from Seelan, and I am
emailing to arrange details for this performance. I have also cc:ed Seelan in this email for his
reference.
Thank you for your generous support for this work, for the cause, and for the NGO Transient
Workers Count Too (TWC2) that we are supporting through this fundraising sale.
This performance is choreographed in response to our present moment. Since it is a one-on-one
performance, and you are the sole purchaser, it can be adjusted within reason to your
requirements. Please let me know if you have any preferences or physical restrictions and I will
try my best to accommodate them.
Here is a google map link to the route that we will be taking. I have walked it before and I will be
doing a couple more trips in preparation for the performance. I will continue to update this map
as I collect more information about amenities along the route.
I've designed this walk in accordance to the experience I would like to share with you. The starting
point of the performance will be at the front entrance of the shuttered Old Ford Factory (351
Upper Bukit Timah Rd, Singapore 588192) and we will be walking north to an end point near
Kranji MRT Station.
Most of the route is on flat ground, and the entire journey is around 9.8km. It takes me around 3
hours to complete the journey at a relatively languid pace, but if you would like more or less time
please let me know and we can factor it in. Some parts of the journey can be slightly muddy
depending on rainfall, so I will advise wearing waterproof shoes and long socks. I usually pack
some water, insect repellant / mosquito patch, and a small towel with me.
The best timing for the walk is from 8am to 11am, or from 330pm to 630pm, please let me know
which time you might prefer. Seelan mentioned that you prefer the performance to be around 15
June, 2020 (Monday). That day will work for me, and a weekday is also much quieter.
1

Seelan Palay priced each work at SGD$750, the average monthly salary of a migrant labourer in the construction sector.
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Alternatively, I am also free to conduct our performance anytime later that week, or the
following week. Let me know what works best and I will pencil it into my calendar. We should
also select a second alternative date just in case there is inclement weather on our chosen date
and time.
This work is best experienced without face masks, with us walking alongside each other and in
conversation. There will be sections of the walk when we will be in parks or populated exercise
routes and I will advise putting on masks for those segments. I would like to highlight that the
legality of this performance may be impacted by the shifting restrictions of movement as the
government responds to the number of COVID-19 cases and determines when to move into
Phase II or III of post 'Circuit-Breaker' measures. I am also aware that any physical encounter is a
risk in this time of contagion, and I am willing to adhere to any additional restrictions you might
feel comfortable stipulating for our encounter (e.g. the wearing of masks for the entire time,
keeping a safe distance for the length of the walk, communicating via walkie-talkie sets etc.)
Please let me know what you prefer and I will work it into the performance.
Thank you once again for partaking on this journey as we learn how to encounter each other in
physical proximity again.
Sincerely,
Zihan

NO. 2]

MONDAY JUNE 8

[2020

ON TEMPORARY MEASURES
Dear K,
I hope you had a good weekend.
Temporary Measures is part of a series of artworks that I am working on. This series is in response to
my experience returning home to Singapore from the United States in March, and being placed
on a 14-day Stay Home Notice in a hotel followed by the nationwide ‘Circuit Breaker’. I derived
the title from the COVID-19 (Temporary Measures) (Control Order) Regulations 2020.
The COVID-19 Regulations have been constantly amended since the start of the Circuit Breaker,
with added or deleted clauses everytime I return to it. It reads like a choreographic score determining what sort of behaviours are legal, and what type of movements are possible.
I find it fascinating how quickly this document was scripted, and the constant rewriting in relation to
changing circumstances. I have never witnessed the law being amended real-time while it is
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enforced - and it is interesting to track the multiple versions and attempt to reconstruct the ideal
figure of the Singaporean that this script is written for. Of course, in relation to the ideal figure, I
think about the bodies that have not been considered in this national script, and why they have
been left in the periphery. The different versions of this document also reminds me of the
malleability of the legal restrictions, and the precedence they will set in time to come.
If you haven’t had the opportunity to look through this document, I encourage you to take some time
to browse through it. I have also attached today’s version in a PDF format to this email, so you
can track how it will continue to evolve in the future.
This version has an extended section towards the end on "permitted enterprise workers" and
dormitories that might be of interest to our conversation on the management of migrant labour.
This current version was published at 11.59pm on 1 June, a minute before the previous version
was about to expire. This version removes the end date and a couple of clauses, but also extends
these "temporary measures" indefinitely at the discretion of the State.
Sincerely,
Zihan

NO. 3]

TUESDAY JUNE 9

[2020

ON SOLITARY-SOLIDARITY
Dear K,
Earlier last month, Seelan asked if I would like to contribute a short video to The Substation’s
Isolation web series. They commissioned 18 artists to create a response to life during the
‘Circuit-Breaker’ phase.The full list of videos is available here on The Substation’s Facebook
page.
The 7-minute video I submitted is titled Temporary Measures: Instruction for Solitary-Solidarity.
If you haven’t had a chance to, I will encourage spending some time looking through some of the
other videos in the Isolation series. These are some of my personal favourites:
1)
2)
3)
4)

ila’s Awash
Her partner Bani Haykal’s Terhempas (whose hands are also featured in Awash)
Wendy Toh’s In-Between
Subhas’ Alibaba Talk

I've been interested in how to build solidarity in isolation - whether this isolation is by choice, or
circumstantial according to restrictions imposed on one's freedom. I've also been interested in
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how the neoliberal framework of governmentality discourages a sense of solidarity, and promotes
the egoistic myth of meritocracy.
"Solitary-Solidarity" was the central tension of I am LGB, a 4-hour performance modelled after the
Singaporean education system that I did as part of the Singapore International Festival of the Arts
in 2016 with a team of collaborators.
The performance was referred to as a social experiment, and a cross between an escape room
experience and a reality TV competition. The 100 participants were put through several tests
until there was a sole "winner" at the end of the night, determined by those who were eliminated
through a vote. It was interesting to see how the structure of a game drew out the competitive
instinct in some of the participants.
In a game where individuals are pitted against each other, is solidarity and coalition possible?
Sincerely,
Zihan

NO. 4]

WEDNESDAY JUNE 10

[2020

ON PROCESSION
Dear K,
I've titled the walk we will be doing on Tuesday as "a procession" in reaction to Seelan's charge in
court for conducting a "public procession without a permit."
I've been thinking about what can be considered a "procession" and an "assembly" after Singapore
amended the Public Order Act in 2017 to reduce the number of people who can be considered an
"assembly" to an individual, and a procession from one (if they are departing from an
"assembly") to two individuals.
I have attached the pdf of an excerpt from the Public Order Act along with this email, with some
highlights of relevant sections to keep in mind when we are on our walk.
“procession” means a march, parade or other procession (whether or not involving the use
of vehicles or other conveyances) —
1) comprising 2 or more persons gathered at a place of assembly to move from that
place substantially as a body of persons in succession proceeding by a common route
or routes; and
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2) the purpose (or one of the purposes) of which is —
a) to demonstrate support for or opposition to the views or
actions of any person, group of persons or any government;
b) to publicise a cause or campaign; or
c) to mark or commemorate any event,
I'm also thinking about what it means for a gesture to be directed "towards a political end" and the
far-reaching, all encompassing definition of what can be deemed as political. Is this email which quotes and is mildly critical of the law - considered political speech? Can my living,
walking presence as a critic (of theatre, of the State, of myself) be interpreted as such?
I think of the debilitating intent of this law. I also think of the photo of a man with a smiley face
scribbled on a cardboard sign standing in front of Toa Payoh police station.
I have been reading Cherian George's Air Conditioned Nation Revisited as bedtime reading, it is
surprisingly easy to consume, and it has kept me up reading in the evenings like a detective crime
novel. I guess the appeal of his writing is in his casual tone honed from years of writing for the
Straits Times and his ability to string together disparate incidents into a pattern of behaviour,
almost a psychological portrait of how Singapore thinks.
For example, he points out how the two constitutional fixes that were put in place by Lee Kuan Yew
in the 1990s backfired - that of the electoral presidency and the pegging of minister's pay to their
colleagues in the private sector. He dissects these issues deftly in the book, these instances of
wielding legalese to preempt what is potentially problematic ironically fanned the flames of fires
they were intended to extinguish. After his passing, we now see other ministers stepping in to
imitate these gestures of "constitutional fixes", cranking up restrictions whenever they can, with
the most recent addition being the Protection from Online Falsehoods and Manipulation Act.
I am reminded of the metaphor of a frog being placed in water with a barely discernible but steadily
rising temperature.
I see no contradiction between feeling fortunate for having been born Singaporean, and a
persistently critical stance towards my country. One explains the other. - Cherian
George, Preface (Pg. 13), Air Conditioned Nation Revisited
Cheers,
Zihan
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NO. 5]

THURSDAY JUNE 11

[2020

ON LETTING GRASS GROW
Dear K,
Good morning, I just did the walk again, thinking about the time we will soon share and how to
shape it into a meaningful experience for the both of us. It seems every time I retrace my steps, I
add another layer to the composite memory. Time and space folding over onto itself, again and
again.

This is an image I captured a couple of days ago at the end of the procession route. It took about 3
hours and 20 minutes, meandering and stopping to observe the environment and people. It seems
that after the 'Circuit-Breaker' has concluded and as we move into the slow easing of restrictions,
traffic has returned. I saw groups of runners and cyclists along the way, most of them friendly,
some of them eyeing me with caution and anxiety. In the time of contagion, individuals
predisposed to paranoia have their tendencies amplified. There is this palpable sense, whether
benign or otherwise, of being watched while watching others. Perhaps it is that most of our facial
features have been obscured by the masks we wear, leaving only the eyes as a means of
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communication, hence the intense scrutiny to discern if the person walking towards you is a
familiar friend or a stranger.
I took the photo above because it seems like an unusual sight in the often pristine landscape of
Singapore. This pandemic has really exposed the intensity and the scale of the labour that goes
into this maintenance work of our manicured environment - most of whom are migrant labourers.
It was interesting for me that in the Prime Minister's 'Circuit-Breaker' address on 21st of April, made
shortly after the spike in cases from worker dormitories, he specifically singles out grass cutting
as one of the non-essential services that will be pruned during this time:
We will also close more workplaces, so that only the most essential services will remain
open. This will reduce further the number of workers keeping essential services going,
and minimise the risks of transmission among the workers. It will mean some degradation
of services – f or example, less frequent grass cutting in our HDB estates. But I hope we
all understand why this has to be done. - Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong
I started thinking about how labour is classified into essential and non-essential service, and how
one's worth and value is pegged to your occupation and the utility of your labour. The larger
implication around the classification of landscape maintenance as inessential is that aesthetics is
secondary to a good life. Or as Lee Kuan Yew once proclaimed: "Poetry is a luxury that we
cannot afford." Conversely, the pandemic is also highlighting reproductive labour that we
conventionally take for granted as essential to maintaining life. This includes nursing, caregiving,
teaching, janitorial work, food delivery drivers, hawkers etc.
These musings eventually became part of a presentation I gave as part of a peculiar conclusion to a
COVID-19 interrupted semester, here is an excerpt from it:
This “degradation of services” mentioned in the Prime Minister’s speech is an opportunity for
us to interrogate our obsession over horticultural representation. The stagehands that prop
up this botanical performance are now exposed, and the unnatural state of our daily
environment is clarified. The question is whether we are able to weigh the human cost of
labour against the desire for an aesthetic environment after the COVID pandemic ends.
How does this degradation in the maintenance of our landscape compare to the
degradation of lives that our heavy reliance on migrant labor-power creates? Is there a
strategy to build a more sustainable relationship with both our environment and the labor
that maintains it?
I begin to move beyond the aesthetic romanticisation of unkempt patches of wildflowers as a "return
to nature", and regard them as symbolic of resilience and strength, a reminder that the
labor-power that tends to them are now isolated and locked away after being deemed as an
"inessential service". My mind keeps returning to the conditions they are enduring as they wait to
be tested for the virus, and wait to return to work.
7

This image depicts the entanglements of labour, machines and our more-than-human environment.
An intersection of various vectors on a vanishing point in the horizon.
Sincerely,
Zihan

NO. 6]

FRIDAY JUNE 12

[2020

ON PAUSE
Dear K,
It is really lovely to hear from you yesterday evening, I apologise for adding onto your work by
sending you more materials to review ahead of our procession, and I am glad you managed to
find some time to take a short break and review the Temporary Measures document.
Yes, those contradictions you brought up were some of the questions running through my mind - and
I love the point you brought up on how the rules, written by humans, are for the survival of
humans, but are not very humane. I have been reading some writing that questions the category
of the "human" recently. Who has the ability to be recognised as one, and what do we exclude in
the more-than-human world when we foreground this human category as exceptional?
I too have been busy these few days preparing to facilitate a reading group yesterday evening, so I
haven't had time to sit down to pen a longer email today. We had a really interesting conversation
in the reading group session around precarity and risks under a neoliberal late capitalist regime.
I figured it might also be a good time to learn that it is fine to take pause once in a while - something
that the experience of isolation and the Stay Home Notice has had to teach me. When I pause to
breathe, it allows people around me to share in holding this space with me - a pause is a wilful
resistance to the pressure to be productive.
So this is a brief email, so you have time to review and consolidate the previous ones, we will hold
space for a while today. I'll send a longer one tomorrow.
I'm including another photo that I captured from my walk of our procession route on Tuesday,
another entanglement.
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Wishing you a good Friday ahead - the weekend is nearing!
Sincerely,
Zihan

NO. 7]

SATURDAY JUNE 13

[2020

ON INTIMACY
Dear K,
The weekend is here. I am reminded of this when I check my calendar. There have been plenty of
times over these past months when I lost track of days as one bleeds into another as we retrace
steps within our limited confines.
I’ve always been interested in the potential for performance to negotiate with a connection between
the performer and the audience, and this procession performance we are about to embark on is a
logical extension of my practice.
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The first performance I did questioning the value of intimacy was in Chicago when I was pursuing
my MFA in 2010. It was my first time living in another country for an extended period of time,
and this work is representative of a sudden liberation from all that I am familiar with in
Singapore, but also the struggle with an instinct to reconnect to friends and family. The piece is
titled Annuit Cœptis: He who approves of our undertakings and it was part mail art, part
durational performance, and part installation. I redistributed my earnings as a part-time go go
dancer and mailed the single dollar bills out to 306 of my contacts in neon pink envelopes. The
title is taken from the American national seal that is printed on each dollar bill.
In hindsight, it was really rough around the edges, but I was determined to make work that I would
not otherwise be permitted to make in Singapore during my brief time in Chicago. At that time, I
was also questioning my worth as a performance artist, and the hunger for validation that most
young artists negotiate with. This work ended up setting the dynamic between the performance of
bureaucracy and administration, and the performance of self-exhibition and vulnerability that will
go on to influence much of my later work.
The first one-on-one performance I did was at a small performance art festival in Macau. Veteran
Singaporean performance artist Lee Wen, invited a contingent of younger performance artists to
participate in the Macau International Performance Art Festival 2011. I responded to the site, Ox
Warehouse, that used to be located at a foot of a hill. The title of this piece was 望廈, or Mong
Ha in Cantonese - which is adapted from the name of the hill 望廈炮台.
I asked for a volunteer from the audience and carried him up 望
 廈炮台 on my back. As we made the
journey our breaths fell in and out of sync, I drew more air in as I felt his weight increase from
my gradual exhaustion. When we reached the top of the hill I produced two apples wrapped in
white gloves and we consumed the fruit as we had a brief conversation while looking out at the
dense buildings along the skyline of Macau.
The performance that everyone else attending the festival received was a recounting of the
experience by the volunteer after we returned to the performance venue. The intention was to
question the malleability of memory. What really stuck with me after all these years was the
degree of trust he placed in me to bear responsibility for his well being, and the brief intimacy
shared between us two.
It takes a certain amount of faith to embark on our procession at this particular time. Thank you for
your trust.
Sincerely,
Zihan
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NO. 8]

SUNDAY JUNE 14

[2020

ON PETRICHOR
Dear K,
I'm very touched to be receiving the thoughtful replies to my earlier emails, and it is really
heartening to know that some of the materials I sent through resonated with you.
They help open up space for conversation over the three hours we will be spending together, and I
would love to continue some of the threads we are exploring around solidarity, BLM and this
political moment that you have brought up in person.
I am starting a queer theory summer class online starting from this evening for the next five days. I
am really excited about it, but I am also caught up with the required readings for the class, hence
the less consistent replies. I do still have so much to share with you, but I'll pace the information
out over the next couple of days.
I'm also checking the weather and I am glad we planned for two possible dates just in case we get
rained out on Wednesday.

This is the 4-day outlook for the week from https://www.nea.gov.sg/weather
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I will continue to monitor the forecast over the next few days. These day long tropical thunderstorms
are great for sleeping in, but it does make the ground quite soggy. I hope you have a pair of
sturdy rain boots or waterproof shoes. The mosquitoes also come out in full force under such
conditions. The weather can be quite mercurial though, and things might shift suddenly as the
clouds move in a different direction.
I remember when I was working part-time as a film production crew, we used to plant garlic and red
chillies in an open field to pray for good weather from the thunder god. I doubt it really works,
but it does give the crew a sense of comfort in knowing we have exhausted all possibilities - even
superstitious ones. Let's hope the weather works out, and if not - water will become an important
element of our procession performance.
Ultima Vez came to Singapore back in 2005, and they had their World Premiere of Pure as part of
the Singapore Arts Festival. I remember I was fresh out of military service at that time, but
already very much involved and curious about performance and theatre. I just googled for the
photos but the production photos don't seem familiar, even though their fearless style of throwing
themselves into movement is something I definitely recall witnessing. I think I saw the
production, but I can't be certain. The website states that Pure is a story about infanticide and "a
man who was afraid of losing power". We see from the documentation a man in a white coat and
white beard walking around while dancers move around him. I wonder if this might be a
commentary about the country they knew they were going to premiere it in. Thank you for
reminding me of their groundbreaking work.
The thing that reminds me most of home is petrichor - the smell of wet damp grass and the thick
blanket of humidity that hangs in the air after a storm. This is the smell that lingers in the air at
this time. Can you smell it from where you are now?
Sincerely,
Zihan

NO. 9]

MONDAY JUNE 15
ON ESSENTIAL SERVICE

Dear K,
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[2020

Tang Da Wu, Don't Give Money to the Arts (1995) - From Nabilah Said’s presentation2
There's been a lot of chatter3 on social media about the value of artistic labour and its place in society
around the recent publication of the survey results on The Sunday Times, I am sure you've seen
the infographic circulating, but just in case you have not:

2

Nabilah’s presentation was given at the IPS-SAM-NGS Roundtable on "Art in the Time of Pandemic" that took place
on Tuesday, 10 June, 2020. This photo of a performance by Tang Da Wu was included in one of her slides. For a full
transcript of her presentation, you can access her Facebook post here.
3

A consolidation of some of the chatter after this email has been sent:
Milieu Insight Response and Clarification on The Sunday Times Essential Workers Poll - 15 June
Joel Tan’s Facebook Post - 16 June, 10:35
Everyone has a soul. It isn't just cultivated by consuming art but also by making it. Everyone should
have free rein to express their creativity, to channel their love and hope and anger into the work of
their hands, and have that shared and seen by others. The people most opposed to this proposition are
the professional artist class, who have a vested interest in maintaining the boundaries between
essential and non-essential art. It is in very, very poor taste to be making noise about this right now.
Faith Ng’s Facebook Post - 17 June, 10:12
There have been a number of people who have sent me the infographic as a joke, and none of them are
artists. And the fear is very real, that this will be used against us, in homes, in classrooms, in
fundraising, in policy making. That artists will continue to be seen as entitled, difficult, out of touch,
and prone to making ‘noise’. You only need to look at history to know that this fear is valid. Even if you
don’t believe it, and count yourself lucky enough not to understand it, I implore you, as a friend, to ask
yourself what’s helpful to say to a friend who is down and grieving.
Alfian Sa’at’s Facebook Post - 18 June, 17:47
Two days after publishing their free article on the survey results, the Straits Times produces another
article: "Artists defend value of creative work to society after survey sparks debate". You have to sign
up or log in to read it. Now might be a good time to ask ourselves, who are the ones profiting from our
outrage and our pain?
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From The Sunday Times (14 June, 2020)
If anything, I am glad this article is allowing artists to interrogate our responsibilities and how we are
perceived by the public. I hesitate to weigh in on social media, knowing how reactive the
conversation can be, managed by algorithms that are designed to amplify the most emotional
voices.
My worry is that in the urgency to insist on our self-importance as artists, that we overlook the use
value of artistic labour and practice in itself - which necessarily refuses a certain type of
exchange value that can be substantiated in the money form. Our procession together is important
to the both of us because it holds a certain value that cannot be instrumentalised or is not
functional, but it is necessary to our self-actualizing needs in the hierarchy of needs.
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Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs

Base/Superstructure - outlining the relationship
between culture and materialism.4

I think the conversation online, along with your question in your last email about my intention as an
artist has really reminded me of why performance as a form is important. It refuses a certain form
of materiality while paying attention to the material base that supports its existence - like the
labour that laid out then removed these railway tracks that mark the path we will be following.
To thrive in being unessential, but necessary. A tactic of reconfiguring our relationship with each
other and our environment. To allow us to comprehend both the immanent and the
transcendental.
Walking not just as a form of meditation (pause), but a mediation (proximity).
I've been reading this text about the notion of 'wildness' for my queer theory summer course, that
thinks about moving against, beyond, after, and before nature. 'Wildness' as a means to counter
imperial knowledge and being, to reckon with the unknowns, the waywardness of the
environment like the unkempt landscape we are negotiating with collectively at the moment.
In it, the writer Jack Halberstam talks about the moment of 'bewilderment', which he attributes to be
"the process of becoming wild by shedding knowledge (as opposed to becoming civilized by
acquiring it)", he claims 'bewilderment' "offers both escape and madness, desire and disorder."
May we shed what knowledge we know, to make space for disorientation that will expand our
consciousness. Let us wander into the wild.
Sincerely,
Zihan
A comparison of these two models was highlighted by Shannon Jackson’s in her keynote address Essential Service and
the Proximate Labor of Performance (23 April, 2020)
4
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NO. 10]

TUESDAY JUNE 16

[2020

ON THE FACTORY
Dear K,
‘Circuit-Breaker’ has allowed me to spend more time with my parents. My mom is 69 years old, and
she has been an important part of my identity and practice as an artist.
This is a 7-minute documentary video I did when I was an undergraduate in film school back in 2008
that features a conversation between us. She was coming to terms with my sexuality back then.
She has been a teacher for 44 years until her recent retirement, but what I didn’t realise was that
before her admittance into Teacher’s Training College, she worked briefly as a factory worker in
an aluminium manufacturing factory. She mentioned that it was back breaking work, and it
strengthened her resolve to work in a non blue-collar profession.
It was on the factory floor that she experienced her first relationship with a fellow worker. The day
she left the factory to start her training to be a teacher, this fellow worker said to her in Mandarin
that it was the end of their relationship. She now belongs to a different class of folks, he said, and
should not fraternise with factory workers like himself. He cut off all communication and never
contacted my mom ever again. It was at Teacher’s Training College that my mom met my dad,
and they have been together since.
The Old Ford Factory has been closed for renovations over the years, and will still be closed when
we visit for the start of our procession. You can read a little more about the factory’s history here.
Marxist thought has been excised from my Singaporean education, particularly since I attended an
all-boys Chinese school which was funded by overseas Chinese businessmen and briefly accused
of being influenced by the political situation in China in the 1950s and 60s. It wasn’t until late
last year that I managed to locate an intellectual space where I was able to sit down to read
Marx’s Capital Volume 1. Here is a passage from his lengthy chapter 15, where he talks about
machinery and how it affects the working day.
Factory work exhausts the nervous system to the uttermost; at the same time, it does away
with the many-sided play of the muscles, and confiscates every atom of freedom, both in
bodily and in intellectual activity. Even the lightening of the labour becomes an
instrument of torture, since the machine does not free the worker from work, but rather
deprives the work itself of all content.
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Every kind of capitalist production, in so far as it is not only a labour process but also
capital’s process of valorization, has this in common, but it is not the worker who
employs the conditions of his work, but rather the reverse, the conditions of work employ
the worker. However, it is only with the coming of machinery that this inversion first
acquires a technical and palpable reality. - Pg 548, Capital Volume 1 (Penguin Classics
edition)
The classes are going well, but really intense conversations and readings. I am looking forward to
spending sometime later this week on our walk, and getting some fresh air.
Sincerely,
Zihan

NO. 11]

WEDNESDAY JUNE 17

[2020

ON SOCIAL REPRODUCTION
Dear K,
Good afternoon!
The queer theory course has been helpful, and it has been interesting thinking about our procession
in relation to readings. A branch of queer theory in North America has adopted an anti-relational,
anti-reproductive stance. I have been comparing their writings with conversations around
extinction and the essential nature of social reproduction in the time of COVID-19. I guess part
of the ongoing anxiety heightened when one is confronted with impending mortality is what one
will leave behind as a queer person in Singapore, in a society that pegs value and worth to the
ability to reproduce life.
The pandemic has collapsed the boundaries between work and life, public and private, isolation and
community. Where previously we were able to gesture towards a balance (even though it is often
symbolic in the performance expectations of Singaporean worklife), this pandemic has brought
waged work into the domain of reproductive unwaged labour. I think of S, a dear artist friend,
who is negotiating with various projects while being the sole caregiver for her 7-year old
daughter going through home-based learning. Her husband, who is Indonesian and grappling
with his visa and cancelled flights, is grounded in Bali and waiting to be reunited with his family.
S told me how her husband brought his daughter on a walk through their hometown on Google Earth
to rekindle past memories and to construct virtual ones. For a moment, father and daughter were
on a beach, the grit of the sand beneath their feet, as they approximate proximity and the taste of
the ocean.
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I am thinking alongside the social reproduction feminists and the conversation they have been
pushing us to have around the recognition of care work as essential work. Here is a link to a
recent interview with Tithi Bhattacharya where she speaks about COVID-19 and reproductive
labour.
I have always said that capitalism privatizes life and life-making, but I think we need to
reword that after the pandemic: “Capitalism privatizes life, but it also socializes death.”
In social reproduction terms, a lot of the tasks we need done in a given day are performed by women
of color. We would not be able to eat food, walk on the streets, have our children and our elderly
cared for, have our houses and hotels cleaned, without migrant women and black women doing
this kind of work. This world-making work is completely unacknowledged by capitalism.
I am thinking about how I have conditioned into accepting this reproductive labour performed by
domestic helpers who have largely remained invisible as the national focus is on migrant labour
in the construction sector during this pandemic.
My Mom had to outsource care work to a migrant domestic worker when she was working as a
teacher. N was her name, and she was really my second mom. She was in my life from the
moment I had any concrete memory until when I was 16 or 17 years old. I recognise in myself
the various character traits she possessed and implicitly passed (a little) on to me - a focused
work ethic, this sense of a moral compass from her strict Catholic upbringing, and compassion
under pressure.
I had an impressionable young mind, and I modelled not just N's character traits, but unfortunately
also how I regarded her after how my family treats her. This means taking her care work for
granted, and assuming that the remuneration was more than adequate for the life she is giving it
up for in the Philippines. When I came out as gay, and started spending more time out of the
house N and my Mom would get into bitter arguments, each one blaming the other and trying to
figure out what went wrong in my upbringing, and why I deviated from the grand master plan.
This discord will eventually grow to become unbearable for either of them, and she was
unceremoniously dismissed. I lost touch with her, she did send us a couple of Christmas cards,
but eventually even that too faded away.
We went a long time without employing a domestic worker, until two years ago when my
grandmother started living with us, she needed a full-time caregiver and that's when A entered
our lives. It was over this quarantine that I really got to spend more time with A, and since I can't
correct mistakes I made in the past, a part of me thinks that perhaps this is an opportunity to
make amends. I try my best to serve as the mediator between A and my grandmother, and ensure
that her privacy, rights, and rest time are respected. The fondest memories of this 'Circuit
Breaker' period would be our experiments with making Nyona achar (I think we've managed to
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perfect it on our fourth try), and the day-long affair of wrapping rice dumplings - A, myself, my
mom, and my grandmother.
What sort of world are we making as we engage in the task of wrapping rice dumplings? A fries the
glutinous rice with chye poh (preserved radish). I clean and wipe the bamboo leaves. Mom ties
the bunch of cotton strings and cuts them to length. Grandma - her body never forgets - is
teaching us how to wrap these dumplings into shape. She folds two leaves stacked in one hand. I
cup my hands underneath my Grandma's and fill the leaves with ingredients so she doesn't have
to reach across the table. Ginkgo nuts, water chestnut, braised tofu, peanuts, taro cubes. She
closes the package, wraps the string around it, and I help her tie a firm knot.
This is an assembly line, but the labour is shared, the labour of reproducing and sustaining life.
After this pandemic, what kind of social relations will we like to reproduce? Will we remember how
not to forget?
Sincerely,
Zihan
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ON TIME
Dear K,
Today's the day. We've been looking forward to this for sometime. The weather forecast doesn't look
ideal but let's proceed as planned if you're comfortable with it. I'll leave the final decision to you,
just let me know an hour in advance if you would like to move it to tomorrow afternoon.
As promised, my number is XXX XXXX if you need to contact me. I am also on Whatsapp with this
number.
In our queer theory class we have been looking at the human(nurture) / nature binary that has been
the cartesian dualism haunting contemporary understandings of sexuality. This led to a
conversation around the tendency for humans to attempt to domesticate nature, but leading to
necessary failure because of the impossibility of the task.
The weather during our walk is one such instance - a reminder that there are things that are out of
human control (the pandemic is another reminder) and the only thing we can do is to graciously
5

This was the final day of Phase I restrictions after the lifting of the Circuit Breaker restrictions in Singapore, from
11:59pm onwards the nation moved into Phase II, that permits gatherings of up to 5 people.
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negotiate with a force that has a will beyond human comprehension. We can never bend nature to
our will or convenience, we just have to exist in wake of its conditions.
I appreciate how you ended your last email with the quote on the fissures - that on one hand can be
the rupture in the social fabric, but also the space of potential to let light in. With most of the
temporary measures being lifted tomorrow as we move on to Phase II, the sense is that most
would like to stitch the ruptures in the fabric and revert to a sense of normalcy. The question here
is how to not let ourselves forget the presence of these ruptures in the drive to restore and
reclaim.
Of the many articles circulating on the situation in Singapore on the complicity with the exploitation
of foreign labour, this interview with the president of TWC2 (where your contribution will be
going to) has been one of the most illuminating. I'm sharing it as our final reference point, a
return to the intent and conditions of possibility of our time together.
Whether with migrant workers, or anyone else in a position of disempowerment, be aware of
what inequality, poverty and desperation does to people, both those with privilege and
access, and those without. Be prepared to stand up for what you believe.
I found this quote by Debbie particularly salient, she also provides several insights that are gleaned
only from extended experience of working with the migrant community - including calling out
the bluff of many outreach projects that treat engagement as a "petting zoos" instead of fighting
for real systemic change.
We have covered so much ground in these emails, and we will continue to cover more literal ground
today - and I look forward to extending these conversations in person. See you at 3.30 pm in
front of the Old Ford Factory.
Sincerely,
Zihan
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